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Defects, and in particular topological defects,
are architectural motifs that play a crucial role
in natural materials. Here we provide a systematic strategy to introduce such defects in mechanical metamaterials. We first present metamaterials that are a mechanical analogue of spin
systems with tunable ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic interactions, then design an exponential number of frustration-free metamaterials, and finally introduce topological defects
by rotating a string of building blocks in these
metamaterials. We uncover the distinct mechanical signature of topological defects by experiments and simulations, and leverage this to
design complex metamaterials in which we can
steer deformations and stresses towards parts of
the system. Our work presents a new avenue to
systematically include spatial complexity, frustration, and topology in mechanical metamaterials.

architectures, where all the unit cells can deform
in harmony. However, frustration can yield advanced functionalities, such as multistability and
programmability [10, 11, 14], and may open up opportunities to probe controlled frustration in manmade systems [15, 16, 17]. We note that deformations of unit cells in compatible metamaterials
often alternate, leading to horizontal and vertical
ellipses [1, 2], rigid elements that rotate left or
right [12, 18, 19], or edges of unit cells that move in
or out [3]: we refer to this as antiferromagnetic order. Hence, a promising route to introduce targeted
frustration is to introduce unit cells that can favor
either ferromagnetic, non-alternating order or antiferromagnetic order, and use the freedom supplied
by additive manufacturing to stack these at will.
To implement this strategy we employ
anisotropic, triangular building blocks that set
the ferromagnetic or antiferromagnetic nature of
their interactions depending on their mutual orientations. These building blocks consist of six elastic
edge bonds and two elastic internal bonds connected by flexible hinges, or nodes—each building
block has one minority node that determines its
orientation (Fig. 1A). Each building block features
a floppy “hinging” mode, which allows for finite

Mechanical metamaterials are structured forms
of matter with unprecedented properties, including negative response parameters [1, 2], shapemorphing [3, 4], topological mechanics [5, 6, 7, 8],
self-folding [9], and programmability [10, 11, 12,
13]. So far, the focus has been on compatible
1

printed one such compatible metamaterial, realizing bonds by elastic beams and hinges by thin
joints, and find that external forcing excites the designed soft mode (Fig. 1,E and F; see supplementary materials).
Designing and counting complex frustration-free
geometries requires solving combinatorial problems. For example, geometries with fully antiferromagnetic spins can be mapped to diamond
tilings, where each diamond represents two building blocks with two minority nodes on their shared
edge (see supplementary materials). Moreover, as
all compatible architectures feature a floppy mode
where all building blocks have two edge-nodes
moving “in”, and one edge-node moving “out”,
or vice versa, we can map these deformations to
ground states of the antiferromagnetic Ising model
on the kagome lattice (Fig. 1G), so that each ground
state generates a distinct compatible metamaterial (see supplementary materials). The extensive
ground-state entropy of that model [21, 22] yields
an asymptotically exact result for the exponential
number of compatible architectures as a function
of the system size [23] (Fig. 1H).
Our combinatorial design allows us to introduce
frustration in a targeted manner by discrete rotations of the building blocks of compatible architectures, irrespective of their spatial complexity. We
first note that in a frustration-free design, all evenlength local loops are connected, such that larger
paths enclosing multiple local loops are also even
(Fig. 2A). Rotating a single building block generates a structural defect associated with two adjacent odd local loops (Fig. 2B). These odd loops
eliminate the floppy mode and lead to a stiffening
of the metamaterial. However, larger loops around
such a structural defect are still even, indicating
only a local breakdown of compatibility. Rotating consecutive blocks can drive one of the odd
loops to the boundary of the system, and the resulting metamaterial is left with a single local loop
of odd length (Fig. 2C). We interpret this as a topological defect [24, 25], which affects the metamaterial at the global scale, since all loops of inter-

deformations while bond lengths remain constant.
Accordingly deformed building blocks can take
on two shapes—fat and skinny—which we assign
a positive or negative spin variable (Fig. 1B).
Two adjacent building blocks exhibit a collective
zero-energy deformation. When their shared edge
contains one minority node, the building blocks
interact ferromagnetically and the zero-energy
deformation features two building blocks with the
same spin; in contrast, when their shared edge possesses zero or two minority nodes, the interaction
is antiferromagnetic and the deformations have
opposite spins (Fig. 1C).
We generate a family of metamaterials by combining building blocks to create mechanical networks that realize complex spin systems on a
hexagonal lattice. Random configurations are typically highly frustrated. To obtain targeted frustration, we first design frustration-free configurations by choosing the building-block orientations
so that the deformed building blocks fit as in a jigsaw puzzle. One example of a frustration-free geometry is an ordered metamaterial where all interactions are antiferromagnetic (Fig. 1D). Its zeroenergy deformation mode has all up-facing (downfacing) building blocks in their fat (skinny) state, or
vice-versa, which corresponds to alternating positive and negative spins (Fig. 1D). We note that this
geometry is equivalent to the rotating square mechanism that underlies the design of a wide range of
metamaterials [1, 20, 9, 10, 2, 18, 19].
We can design a vast number of structurally
complex yet frustration-free configurations by requiring that in each hexagon of six adjacent building blocks, the number of antiferromagnetic interactions is even. We note that in all configurations
the edge bonds form a triangular scaffold, while the
internal bonds within each hexagon form closed local loops around each vertex of the scaffold (Fig. 1,
D and E). The direct relation between the sign of
the interaction, the shared minority nodes, and the
internal bonds implies that compatibility is equivalent to requiring that all local loops are even (Fig. 1,
D and E; see supplementary materials). We 3D
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tem, deformations follow the global floppy mode,
all building blocks deform with equal magnitude
and, since any loop around the system boundary
is even, Q = 1. An incompatible network has
no global floppy mode, hence deformations decay
away from the actuation point so that |qij | < 1 and
|Q| < 1; crucially, the sign of Q is not sensitive to
this decay. Structural and topological defects can
thus be distinguished by the sign of Q (Fig. 3C).
In experiments, |qij | < 1 due to elastic decay that stems from finite Torsional Resistance of
the hinges [19]. Numerical calculations on mechanical networks that include these additional interactions (model TR, see supplementary materials) reproduce this effect. The elastic decay blurs
the distinction between defect-free metamaterials
and those with a single structural defect, as both
have 0 < Q < 1. Nevertheless, our method allows us to unambiguously detect topological defects, for which Q < 0 (Fig. 3, B and C). We
can also detect topological defects by considering
significantly fewer than all P edge blocks, making
our detection scheme practical and robust (see supplementary materials). Thus, the nontrivial frustration associated with topological defects can be
successfully distinguished by mechanically probing the metamaterial’s edge.
Finally, we design metamaterials in which we
can steer deformations and stresses by extending
or contracting a small number of building blocks.
Consider a metamaterial that connects two triangular building blocks i, j via two compatible strips.
If the interactions between i and j are ferromagnetic in one strip and antiferromagnetic in the
other, this geometry contains a topological defect
in the excised center; while if the interactions are
both (anti)ferromagnetic, the geometry is compatible and topologically trivial (Fig. 4, A and B).
In the latter, compatible case, simulations using
model FH (Fig. 4A), model TR, and experiments
(see supplementary materials) show that simultaneously forcing blocks i and j will either lead to
large deformations, or large stresses, depending on
the parity of the forcing. In the former, topolog-

nal bonds surrounding the defect have odd perimeter. A topological defect thus results in long-ranged
conflicts that cannot be resolved through local design changes, such as rotation of a few building
blocks. We note that, in contrast to defects occurring in metamaterials where the nontrivial topology
results from a nonzero winding number in momentum space [6, 7, 26], here the topological character
of defects is governed by the parity of real-space
local loops.
Metamaterials with structural, topological, or no
defects have distinct mechanical signatures. We detect these by considering pairs of building blocks
at the system’s boundary, deforming one building
block and tracking the deformation of the other.
Specifically, we extend a block i by forcing its
majority nodes from length l to l(1 + δi ), measure the resulting deformation δj of block j, and
define a deformation transfer factor qij = δj /δi
(Fig. 3A). In a compatible metamaterial of freely
hinging springs, qij = ±1, while incompatibilities
or bending interactions cause |qij | < 1. Crucially,
the sign of qij reflects the nature of the interactions
between neighboring blocks i and j, being antiferromagnetic (ferromagnetic) if qij < 0 (qij > 0).
We separately measure the transfer factors between
all neighboring pairs of the P blocks around the
network’s perimeter; define a cumulative product
Q
qn := ni=1 qi,i+1 that relates block 1 to block
n + 1; and introduce a normalized order parameter Q := sign(qP ) · |qP |1/P that characterizes the
full perimeter.
The magnitude and sign of Q distinguish metamaterials with structural, topological, or no defects.
We first consider idealized metamaterials consisting of Hookean springs connected by Freely Hinging nodes (model FH, see supplementary materials). The sign of qn can vary wildly with n < P , reflecting the mixed antiferromagnetic and ferromagnetic interactions in our designs (Fig. 3B). However, the sign of Q precisely measures the parity of
the closed loop of internal bonds around the boundary, being positive for a structural defect and negative for a topological defect. For a compatible sys3

ically nontrivial case, forcing with the same parity will lead to large deformations in one strip,
and large stresses in the other—changing the parity of forcing flips the dominance of deformations
and stresses (Fig. 4B; see supplementary materials). Geometries with more defects, holes and actuation sites can be designed to arbitrarily steer
stresses and displacements across larger systems.
Our work shows how sufficiently complex unit
cells can be combined into metamaterials with targeted, discretely controlled frustration and nontrivial topology. This strategy allows for designing
novel classes of frustrated metamaterials, including
origami, kirigami and 3D metamaterials [3, 13, 27]
for future technologies concerning sensing, actuation, and soft robotics [28, 29, 30]. More generally, our strategy opens up a new avenue for studying topological, spatially complex states in artificial
materials that are experimentally accessible.
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Fig. 1: Structurally complex compatible metamaterials. (A) Anisotropic building blocks consisting
of edge bonds (grey), internal bonds (black), corner nodes (black), majority edge-nodes (blue), and a
minority edge-node (pink). (B) Deformed building block in fat (+) and skinny (-) states. (C) Adjacent
building blocks interact antiferromagnetically (ferromagnetically) when their shared edge features an
even (odd) number of minority nodes, so that their minority nodes are connected by an even (odd) number of internal bonds. (D) Ordered configuration, with local loop (purple), associated hexagon (brown)
and rigid triangles (grey). Zoom-in: antiferromagnetic ordering and concomitant real-space deformation. (E) Structurally complex architecture. Zoom-in: mixed ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic ordering and deformation. (F) Experimental realization of the compatible metamaterial in panel (E). Scale
bar: 1 cm. Zoom-in: deformations due to uniform compression of the left and right edges (see supplementary materials) show close agreement between experimental observation and theoretical prediction.
(G) Node deformations can be mapped to Ising spins (arrows) on the kagome lattice (green triangles).
(H) Numerically obtained number of compatible designs Ω as a function of the number of edge-nodes N
(circles), compared to asymptotic prediction (orange line) [21], based on the Ising-spin mapping; and exact (squares) and asymptotic (red dashes) number of fully antiferromagnetic designs (see supplementary
materials).
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Fig. 2: Defect design. (A) Two compatible network designs where all loops, such as the highlighted blue one, are of even length. (B) Rotating a single building block (yellow) gives rise to a
structural defect associated with two adjacent local
odd loops (red). However, larger loops (blue) encircling these local loops remain even. (C) Rotating
consecutive blocks (yellow) can produce a topological defect characterized by a single local odd loop.
Any loop encircling the topological defect is odd
(red).
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Fig. 3: Defect detection. (A) Zoom-in of metamaterial, showing two edge-nodes forced apart (by an
inserted wedge) over a distance li . The response is characterized by lj . Scale bar: 1 cm. (B) Cumulative
product qn (on log scales) as function of probed edge blocks n for three architectures: with no defect
(ND), a structural defect (SD) and a topological defect (TD). In all cases, we compare experiments (bars
proportional to standard deviaton) to simulations of spring-networks with and without torsional rigidity
(model TR and model FH, respectively). The data shows a striking coincidence of the signs of qn ,
even though their decay with n depends on details. The sign of qP (red) clearly distinguishes between
topologically non-trivial and trivial states. (C) Order parameter Q for the three architectures (colors: see
legend). Markers (grey) on model data show the spread of Q calculated for 99 distinct networks of each
type; error bars on experimental data show standard deviaton.
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Fig. 4: Stiffness steering. (A) Compatible architecture with center removed (ND, top) shows a homogeneous displacement (arrows) and absence of bond stretching e (colors) for compatible forcing (middle)
at two blocks (yellow triangles) according to model FH, and significant bond stretching for incompatible
forcing (bottom). (B) Topologically non-trivial architecture where a topological defect was placed in
the removed center (TD, top). Under simultaneous extension of the two blocks (yellow markers), bond
stretching localizes in the upper portion of the sample, while node deformations localize in the lower part
(middle); under actuation with opposite parity, stretching localizes in the lower and deformations in the
upper part (bottom).
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printed at these specifications is 4 ± 0.5 MPa,
and the final printed networks have a height of
Supplementary Information
5 ± 0.2 mm. The individual bars of the network are
realized as thick beams, connected by thin beams at
Parity of paths of internal bonds
each joining node, marked in white (Extended Data
In a compatible metamaterial, all building blocks Fig. S2, A and B).
can simultaneously deform according to their loIn homogeneous compression experiments, the
cal floppy mode. We conceive of the joint floppy network is placed between two parallel rigid blocks
deformation of any pair i, j of blocks as an inter- on its left and right sides. The sample shown in
action: for a ferromagnetic interaction, the blocks Fig. 1F (lateral dimension 121 mm) is compressed
simultaneously expand or contract, whereas for an to 118 mm. The sample is imaged by a Canon
antiferromagnetic interaction one block contracts EOS 750D camera, taking 6000 by 4000 px imwhile the other expands.
ages before and after actuation at a resolution of
The internal bonds connecting blocks i, j deter- 33 px/mm. When actuating individual building
mine their interaction type: for a single building blocks, the node positions are extracted from both
block, two edges connected by a single bond dis- images and used to calculate a displacement vecplay an opposite “in” and “out” motion, whereas tor associated with each node, after subtracting
two edges connected via two internal bonds dis- rigid-body translations and rotations. From this
play the same “in” or “out” motion. Consider a data we extract the initial and final lengths li,0 and
path of Nb internal bonds running from the minor- li of the distances between the internal nodes of
ity node of block i to the minority node of block j, each building block to determine the block strains
and define NT as the number of triangular build- δi = li /li,0 − 1.
ing blocks (including block i and j). The path
For the topological detection scheme, the netN
−N
−1
T
b
parity Π = (−1)
is then positive (neg- work is actuated by consecutively inserting a
ative) when the interaction between i and j is fer- 12.4 ± 0.2 mm-wide stiff wedge into each edge
romagnetic (antiferromagnetic), see Extended Data block, separating its internal nodes from 10 ±
Fig. S1, A and B.
0.2 mm to 13.4 ± 0.4 mm. The node positions and
Compatibility requires that, along a closed lo- edge block strains are extracted to determine the
cal loop within a hexagon of six adjacent blocks, transfer factors qij = δj /δi . For the stress-steering
each block interacts ferromagnetically with it- scheme, two blocks are simultaneously actuated by
self. Equivalently, the parity of internal bonds inserting wedges of 12.5 ± 0.2 mm width, inducing
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an internal node separation from 10 ± 0.2 mm to
13.5 ± 0.4 mm.
The experimental measurements of the initial internal node spacings li,0 are normally distributed
with a standard deviation of ∆l = 0.15 mm.
From this we estimate errors for the experimentally
measured transfer factors qij , cumulative transfer
2 ≈
product qn , and order parameter Q as ∆qij
(lj /lj,0 )2 +1
(li /li,0 )2 +1
,
+
2
(li −li,0 )2
P(lnj −lj,0 )
2
2
∆l
≈
ij Aij and ∆Q

2A
∆l2 qij
ij : Aij =





∆ log(qn )2 ≈
2 Pn
Q2 ∆l
ij Aij respectively.
n2

Compatible metamaterials with fully antiferromagnetic interactions
We map the design of antiferromagnetic architectures, where all neighboring building blocks interact antiferromagnetically, to the tiling of diamonds.
Since only building blocks that share zero or two
minority nodes interact antiferromagnetically, each
building block needs to be oriented so that its minority node is paired with the minority node of one
of its neighbors. Identifying such pairs of building blocks as a diamond-shaped tile (Extended
Data Fig. S3A), each antiferromagnetic architecture maps to a unique tiling of diamonds. Counting
the number of antiferromagnetic architectures thus
corresponds to counting diamond tilings, a partition problem of considerable interest in statistical
and condensed matter physics [33].
Solutions to this problem yield the number of
antiferromagnetic architectures, ΩAF , as a function of the number of edge nodes N . The number of hexagonal diamond tilings ΩAF with n diamonds along each hexagon side (e.g. Extended
Data Fig. S3B for n = 2) can be calculated exactly [34] to be

where N = 3n(3n + 1).

Mapping compatible metamaterials to
an antiferromagnetic Ising model on the
kagome lattice
Designing compatible architectures corresponds to
finding ground states of the antiferromagnetic Ising
spin model on the kagome lattice (AFIK model).
We associate a positive (negative) binary edge spin
variable to an outward (inward) deflection in a
down-pointing building block, and vice versa for
up-pointing blocks (Extended Data Fig. S4A); each
pair of opposite edge spins is connected by an internal bond. Adjacent blocks deform compatibly
when their shared edge spins match. Thus, in compatible architectures, the edge spins form a kagome
lattice where each triangular plaquette features one
“in” and two “out” edge spins, or vice versa (Extended Data Fig. S4B). Such edge spin states are
precisely the degenerate ground states of the AFIK
model, so that each ground-state configuration generates a distinct compatible metamaterial (up to a
global spin flip).
From the AFIK mapping, we obtain an asymptotic expression for Ω0 , the number of compatible architectures, via the residual entropy S0 ≈
0.502N of the degenerate ground state of the AFIK
model (21,22)

Ω0 ∼ e0.502N = e0.753T ≈ 2.1T < 3T = Ωtot ,
(3)
where N denotes the number of edge spins, T the
number of blocks, N = 3T /2 the number of edge
spins in the thermodynamic limit, and Ωtot the total
number of architectures. The asymptotic expression agrees well with the exact number of compatible, parallelogram-shaped architectures as determined by sophisticated computer algorithms (23),
n Y
n Y
n
Y
i+j+k−1
ΩAF = 2
,
(1) even for small systems (Fig. 1H).
i
+
j
+
k
−
2
While ΩAF counts hexagonal systems and Ω0
i=1 j=1 k=1
parallelogram systems, both expressions grow exwhich approaches an exponential function in the
ponentially with system size; boundary effects are
thermodynamic limit [35] (Fig. 1H):
expected to be negligible, and this shape distinclog(31/2 /22/3 )N
0.087N
ΩAF ∼ e
≈e
,
(2) tion should vanish for large N . We find that Ω0 
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ΩAF , so that in the thermodynamic limit a vanish- forces can be obtained from this displacement state.
ing fraction of all compatible architectures has a The resulting network response, valid in the regime
purely antiferromagnetic interaction pattern.
of small deformations, is compatible with both the
imposed node displacement and the conditions of
mechanical equilibrium.
Model FH: spring network simulations
In model FH, we capture the linear response of
our systems based on networks of Hookean springs
connected by freely hinging nodes [36], such that
each bond contributes a potential stretching energy
s = k2s e2 , where ks is the bond’s stiffness and e
the elongation from its equilibrium length.
Each node i supplies two degrees of freedom via
spatial displacements ux,i and uy,i , while a bond
between two nodes at locations ri and rj constrains
these motions by resisting linearized bond elongar −r
tion eij = |rii −rjj | · (ui − uj ). For a large network, the vector of bond elongations e = (...eij ...)
is related to the vector of nodal displacements u =
(...ux,i , uy,i ...ux,j , uy,j ...) via a compatibility matrix R so that e = Ru. Bond elongations result
in bond tensions τij via a constitutive equation:
τ = Ke, where K is a diagonal matrix of bond
stiffnesses that we set equal to the identity. Tensions are in turn converted to nodal loads (fx,i , fy,i )
via f = RT τ .
We use the following approach to calculate the
network’s behavior when selected nodes are displaced, while the rest are free to move. First,
we calculate node forces f resulting from imposP
ing an initial displacement u =
i ui , where
y
x
ui = (0...ui , ui , ...0) are desired individual node
displacements. Second, we determine how the
network relaxes to mechanical equilibrium so that
node forces vanish except along the forcing directions: an appropriate compensating force is obtained via fp = f −Np NTp f , where Np is the matrix
with forcing directions n̂i = (0...nxi , nyi , ...0) as its
columns. The corresponding relaxation displacement up is then calculated from the compensating force fp and the reduced compatibility matrix
Rp = R−RNp NTp . Lastly, the final displacement
state of the network is given by ufull = u + up , and
the matching bond elongations, tensions and node

Model TR: spring network simulations with
torsional hinge rigidity
In our experimental metamaterials, hinges cost energy to deform. We capture this cost in model TR,
in which bonds are modelled by Hookean springs
as in model FH, but an energy contribution h =
kh
2
2 ∆φ is added. Here, kh is the torsional hinge
rigidity and ∆φ is the deviation of the angle between two neighboring bonds from its equilibrium
value. Hence, the total potential energy of a modP
P
elled network is  = b s + α h , where the first
sum runs over all bonds, and the second sum over
all angles between neighboring pairs of bonds.
To obtain a network’s configuration under actuation, we use a standard simulated annealing algorithm, to minimize its total potential energy by
probabilistically updating the spatial coordinates
of a randomly chosen node at each step, with
Metropolis dynamics and a dimensionless pseudotemperature decreasing gradually to zero over
50 · 106 steps.
The modelled response crucially depends on the
dimensionless stiffness ratio k̃ = ks l02 /kh . To accurately model our experimental findings, we estimate the order of magnitude of k̃ in our 3D printed
networks by assuming all torsional and stretching
deformations take place in the hinges, which have
thickness t, length l, and width w and are made of
a material with Poisson’s ratio ν and Young’s modulus E. To linear order, the bending and stretching stiffnesses of such a hinge are given by [37]
kh = Et3 w/[12(1 − ν 2 )l] and ks = Etw/l, resulting in a stiffness ratio k̃ = 12(1 − ν 2 )l02 /t2 .
Using the experimental values l0 = 10 ± 0.2 mm,
t = 0.7±0.2 mm, and an experimentally estimated
Poisson’s ratio of ν = 0.42 ± 0.02, we estimate
k̃ ≈ 2000. To refine this estimate, we compute the
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order parameter Q at various values of k̃ for networks corresponding to the experimental sample
designs and compare the resulting values of Q to
their experimental counterparts. The best match is
found at k̃ ≈ 3200, of the same order of magnitude
as the initial estimate (Extended Data Fig. S5), and
this stiffness ratio is subsequently used for model
TR.

Topological detection with fewer blocks
The mechanical detection scheme (main text) to
distinguish networks with compatible or defected
architectures can be successfully performed by
probing only a few of the network’s P boundary
building blocks. We choose a subset of B roughly
equally spaced boundary blocks, actuating each
block by extending it to a block strain of δi , and
calculate the transfer factors qij = δj /δi for each
block pair. We define a diluted cumulative transQ
fer product qnB := ni,j qij and normalized order
B ) · |q B |1/P , that are
parameter Q(B) = sign(qB
B
expected to show the same behavior as the full cumulative transfer product qn and order parameter Q
when all edge blocks are probed.
To demonstrate the effectiveness of our detection
scheme when only B of all P network boundary
blocks are probed, numerical models FH and TR as
well as experiments were used to calculate qnB and
Q(B) for various fractions of B/P (Extended Data
Fig. S6, A and B). The data indicate that model TR
shows excellent quantitative agreement with the experimental results, while model FH agrees qualitatively well. Moreover, the cumulative transfer
product over n adjacent edge blocks is the same as
that for two edge blocks separated by a distance of
n blocks, implying an exponential decay in edge
block strains away from the actuation point with
a characteristic length proportional to −1/ ln |Q|.
Lastly, the diluted order parameter Q(B) has a sign
that is independent, and a magnitude that is nearly
independent, of the number of probed edge blocks,
indicating that Q(B) is the correct normalized order parameter for our systems.

Stress and deformation steering
Designing path parity between two block actuation
sites allows us to control where stresses and deformations localize. We control path parity by either switching the forcing direction of one of the
two blocks (main text), or by selecting a new, suitable block pair while fixing the forcing direction.
The latter is experimentally more convenient, and
produces the same steering effects, as we show
here. Two suitable pairs of building blocks are
selected in a network with no defect (Extended
Data Fig. S7A). The blocks are part of a closed
loop of an even number of internal bonds, which
is separable into two connecting paths along the
top and bottom of the sample. Both paths must
have the same positive or negative parity, corresponding to a ferromagnetic or antiferromagnetic
interaction between the two blocks. When a topological defect is present (Extended Data Fig. S7B),
the blocks are connected in a closed loop of odd
length so that the two paths have opposite parity:
one corresponds to an antiferromagnetic block interaction while the other is ferromagnetic, or vice
versa. When a block pair is forced ferromagnetically by expanding both, the ferromagnetic connecting paths are compatible with the forcing and
deform easily, while the antiferromagnetic paths
are highly frustrated and hardly deform. The networks’ response to ferromagnetic block forcing in
experimental samples, model TR, and model FH
demonstrate a good agreement with the above predictions and confirm the validity of our design approach (Extended Data Fig. S7, C to H).
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Supplementary Figs. S1-S7
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Figure S1: Path parity. (A) Four compatible
networks are shown. When connected blocks i, j
undergo a floppy deformation, their internal nodes
deform from initial separation l to l(1 + δi ) and
l(1 + δj ), where δi > 0 (< 0) signifies extension
(contraction). (B) The relative sign of δi and δj depends on the length NB of the connecting path of
internal bonds (purple), which runs from the minority node of block i to that of block j (pink),
and the number of connecting blocks NT . A path
parity Π = (−1)Nb −NT −1 may be defined so that
the signs of δi , δj are identical (different) if Π = 1
(Π = −1), corresponding to a ferromagnetic (antiferromagnetic) interaction between i and j.

Figure S2: Experimental network design. (A)
The typical overall dimensions of a 3D printed network are shown in millimeters with an error of
2 mm. Scale bar: 10 mm. (B) The network’s bonds
are realized as thick bars tapering to thin hinges that
meet at a node (marked in white). Typical dimensions of the bar and connecting hinge are indicated
in millimeters with an error of 0.2 mm.

A

B

Figure S3: Counting antiferromagnetic configurations. (A) All compatible metamaterials
with antiferromagnetic spin configurations can be
regarded as tilings of diamond-shaped elements
(red outline) containing two building blocks. The
blocks’ minority nodes (pink) are positioned on
their shared edge. The blocks deform antiferromagnetically, expanding or contracting (orange
markers). (B) Tiling with diamonds produces a
hexagonal antiferromagnetic metamaterial.
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A

B

3,200
Figure S4: Antiferromagnetic Ising kagome
mapping. (A) Freely hinging deformations of a
building block are represented by edge spins (purple and orange arrows) on its edge nodes (blue and
pink). Edges connected by an internal bond have
opposite edge spin. For upward-pointing building
blocks, orange (purple) denotes inward (outward)
deformation, while for downward-pointing building blocks orange (purple) denotes outward (inward) deformation. Shared edge spins of compatibly deformed building blocks are consistent. (B)
A compatible architecture and its edge spin state, a
ground state of the antiferromagnetic Ising (AFIK)
model. The edge spin sites form a kagome lattice
(green triangles).

Figure S5: Stiffness ratio. The network response predicted by model TR yields a detection
factor Q (main text) that varies with the stiffness
ratio k̃ between the bonds’ axial stiffness and the
nodes’ hinging stiffness. Comparison of results
from model TR (circles) and experiments (solid
line) indicate that stiffness ratio k̃ ≈ 3200 (dashed
line) yields the best match between experiment and
model for networks with no defect (ND), and a
good match for networks with a structural (SD) or
topological (TD) defect.
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Figure S6: Topological detection. (A) The diluted cumulative transfer product qnB using the aperiodic designs containing no defect (ND, top), a
structural defect (SD, middle) or a topological defect (TD, bottom) shown in Fig. 2, A to C. We compare data for B = 4 (black), B = 7 (blue) and
B = P = 38 (light blue) edge blocks. For the experimental data, a block strain of δ = 0.34 ± 0.04
was imposed on each probed boundary block; for
the calculations using model TR, δ = 0.23 and
stiffness ratio k̃ = 3200 were chosen; for the linearized model FH, the results are independent of
the block strain to leading order. (B) The topological detection scheme performed on a fraction
of B/P of all boundary blocks produces a diluted
order parameter Q(B). The sign of the order parameter is negative only when a topological defect
is present (legend), while its magnitude is nearly
independent of B/P .
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Figure S7: Stress steering. (A) Compatible network design with no defect (ND). A pair of two blocks
(orange triangles) undergoes an identical ferromagnetic (blue lines) or antiferromagnetic (red) interaction
along both sides of the network. (B) The block pair undergoes an opposite interaction along the two
network sides when a topological defect is present (TD). (C) In experimental samples, the block pair is
forced ferromagnetically by expanding both to a block strain δ = 0.35 ± 0.04 (inset). Experimentally
measured node displacements (arrows, tripled in size for clarity) and relative bond elongations (color bar)
under forced expansion of the blocks are shown. The antiferromagnetic interaction paths are frustrated
and concentrate stress, while the ferromagnetic paths are unfrustrated and able to deform: the compatible
network either deforms globally or is fully stressed. (D) The defected network deforms in one half, while
the other half is stressed. (E) (F) Experimental results are reproduced quantitatively in model TR (top
row): the elongation and displacement fields’ cosine similarities vary from 70 to 98 per cent. Model
FH (bottom row), which includes neither hinging stiffness nor concomitant decay, matches experiments
qualitatively. Block strains δ = 0.35 were used in both models. Node displacements (arrows, tripled in
size) and bond elongations (color bar) are indicated.
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